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Gilbertand Sarah Lawall (trr.). EuripidesHippolytus. Bristol (U.K.): Bristol
ClassicalPress, 1986. Pp. viii, 158. $10.00 (pb.). ISBN 0-86292-212-7.
The Lawallshave given us a very fine translationof a challengingplay; the
result is a work whose human charactersare alive, as indeed are the divine
figures
of the
frame,
withwith
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bibliographical information is as follows.
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Tullio Spagnuolo Vigorita. Classical World 83:2, 114-115.
translation allows the reader to track the instances of sphallein: "trip and
throw down" (5); "slip" (100); "upset" (183); "trips and throws us" (262),
etc. The commentaryexplainsthe relationshipbetweenthese lines and shows
their emphasison the downfall of each character.This treatmentis accorded
to a wide variety of imagisticand thematicpatternsidentified by contemporary scholars, includingthose relatingto ships, chariots, sunlight, the role of
nature, honor, chastity.As a resultof such attentionto nuancesin the Greek,
this edition wifi provide worthwhile reading for many different kinds of
audiences, ranging from undergraduatestudents to scholars fluent in Greek
who can see what various insights on the play look like when they are
enfleshedand walk about the stage.
The versification of this translation is, on the whole, successful. The
attentionto reproducingthematicpatternsfrom the Greekdoes resultin some
awkwardlines, but the overall effect is satisfactory.The metricalpatternsof
the original are not reproducedstrictly, but their flavor is there. Iambic lines
are renderediambically,while the responsionof choral metresis conveyedby
quantitativeaccentualprosody. That is, strophe and antistrophemirroreach
other in their stress counts, line for line.
Bristol does skimp on aestheticmatters.The text is typesetbut line numbers
are typewritten.Marginsare narrow. Illustrationsconsist of two maps, one
with unattractivehand-drawnmarkingsand the other, from Barrett,with an
added typewrittenmarking.
Drexel University
CW 83.2 (1989)
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Tullio Spagnuolo Vigorita. Exsecrandapernicies:delatori e fisco nell'eta di
Costantino. Pubblicazionidella Facolt'aGiuridicadell'Universit'adi Napoli,
213. Naples: Casa Editrice Dott. Eugenio Jovene, 1984. Pp. 257. No price
listed.
Exsecrandapernicies: the phrasedescribesdelatores(informers)and occurs
in the Codex Theodosianus10.10.2, in a fragmentof Constantine'sedict of
December, 312, against informers, called in the same edict the maximum
humanae vitae malum. One of Constantine'sfirst political accomplishments
after the battle of the MilvianBridge,the edict spoke to a chaotic and corrupt
situation which professionalinformers had done their part to bring about.
Initiallystimulatedby rewardsunder the matrimoniallegislationof Augustus,
such informers had steadily gained power under his successors, who were
generallymore afraid of disloyaltythan of the dangerousabuses to which the
encouragementof informers could clearly lead. Acting decisively against
informers was, as Spagnuolo Vigorita persuasivelyargues in this lucid and
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well documented book, an important step on Constantine's part toward
fighting corruption and at the same time strengthening his political position by
pacifying possible senatorial hostility after his victory over Maxentius.
Spagnuolo Vigorita argues that Constantine's edict of 312 and a later one of
January, 313, were directed chiefly against fiscal informers, not against
accusers bringing charges of other kinds (adultery, homicide, magic, etc.) or
against slanderers. Scholars have long pondered the exact meaning of delator
in Constantine's edicts. Spagnuolo Vigorita's exhaustive examination of the
evidence now throws significant light on the question. The fiscal informers
whom Constantine threatened with death in the edicts had been, Spagnuolo
Vigorita points out, a major threat both to the land-holding senatorial
aristocracy and also to the upper levels of the imperial bureaucracy, whose
acquisition of property brought them into conflict with the fiscal interests of
the state. It was primarily to tranquilize the concerns of these powerful groups
that Constantine promulgated his edicts.
In the second half of the book, the author puts Constantine's edicts into
historical perspective by reviewing the manner in which the matrimonial
legislation of Augustus gave rise to the professional delator and led inevitably
to the situation addressed by the edicts. Although the intent to increase the
treasury apparently underlay Augustus' legislation only indirectly, and although some of Augustus' successors (among others, Titus, Domitian, at the
beginning of his reign, Nerva, and Trajan) sought to bring informers under
control, by the Severan age the delatores had become legitimized as an
important means of increasing revenue and of satisfying imperial avarice,
direct forerunners of Constantine's exsecranda pernicies.
Amherst College
CW 83.2 (1989)
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Erik Ostenfeld. Ancient Greek Psychology and the Modern Mind-Body
Debate. Aarhus, Denmark: Aarhus University Press, 1987. Pp. 109. $12.00
(pb). ISBN 87-7288-010-4.
The historical origin of the modern debate on the relationship of the mind
with the body is commonly thought to be the work of Rene Descartes in the
early 17th century. Without contradicting this idea, Ostenfeld raises two
questions with respect to it. First, he asks if there is any relevance between the
present debate and ancient Greek philosophy. Then he asks, assuming some
relevance may be found, if it might usefully contribute to the modern impasse
on this issue.
Addressing both of these questions in this slender volume, Ostenfeld begins
with the modern debate itself as principally seen by either precursors to or
advocates of modern cognitive psychology. He then examines ideas foreshadowing this debate in Plato's early, middle, and later dialogues, and discusses
the probable influence of Aristotle on the last of these. Ostenfeld concludes
that, although the Cartesian dichotomy of mental vs. physical is nowhere
found in the ancients, the Greek contrasts between the general and the
particular or between form and matter offer insights that could possibly "help
the modern discussion to. . .overcome the Cartesian impasse."
It may be argued that Ostenfeld has limited his discussion of ancient
thought to philosophy, thus ignoring the poetic and medical models as
identified by Bennett Simon. And it may be argued further that he has limited

